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Abbreviations

ANOVA

analysis of variance

BA

Brodmann’s area

BOLD

blood oxygen level dependent

CR

correct rejection

e.g.

(lat: exempli gratia) for example

EEG

electroencephalography

EPI

echo planar imaging

ERP

event related potential

et al.

(lat: et altera) and others

F

F- value (ANOVA)

FA

false alarm

fMRI

functional magnetic resonance imaging

FOV

field of view

η2

eta squared (effect size)

HRF

hemodynamic response function

i.e.

(lat: id est) that is

IFG

inferior frontal gyrus

ISI

inter-stimulus interval

LDT

lexical decision task

M

mean

MROM

multiple read-out model

MTL

medial temporal lobe

Ø

mean

P

probability

PCA

principal component analysis

PFC

prefrontal cortex

ROI

region of interest

RT

reaction time

SCR

skin conductance response

SD

standard deviation

TE

echo time

TR

repetition time
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